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A set of integrated thinking skills and practices refocused for answering questions with data



A personal detour
- rote statistical education
- collaborative research
- cargo cult statistics
- statistical thinking



“I have never let my schooling 
interfere with my education.” 

Mark Twain



Statistical rituals



Statistics and research

Donald A. Preece (University of Kent, Canterbury): 
Professor Hand speaks of the questions that the researcher wishes to consider. These are 
often three in number: 

1. how do I obtain a statistically significant result?; 
2. how do I get my paper published?;
3. when will I be promoted? 

Many researchers ask merely 'How do I get results?', meaning by 'results', not answers to 
questions, but things that are publishable in glossy reports.
This tends to confirm the statistician as a mere outside consultant whom people perhaps 
cannot afford until they are in a mess, by which time a statistician is needed to paint 
respectability over defective work. 
No, as Box (1993) stated, 'the statistician must strive to earn the title of first class 
scientist'.



Source: Stark, P.B. and Saltelli, A. (2018), Cargo-cult statistics and scientific crisis. Significance, 15: 40-43. https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1740-9713.2018.01174.x

https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1740-9713.2018.01174.x


Good Data Science Practice
- big changes
- learn and confirm & research phases
- experimental vs found data 
- the paradox of exploratory investigations
- what to do about data science? 
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Background – Industry 
• Contrary to confirmatory research, exploratory research in the Pharmaceutical industry is not subject 

to internationally accepted principles and practices such as ICH E8 or E9*
• The inherent need of exploratory research for more flexibility in terms of data analysis must leave a high 

degree of freedom for scientists to organize their research
• At the same time this degree of freedom risks exploratory projects to be executed in an unmethodical 

way, which risks project results not to be reproducible or simply not valid 
• In other words, the researcher’s degree of freedom may negatively impact the failure rate of exploratory 

projects
• Currently, there is no consensus in the Pharmaceutical industry on how to set boundaries to this 

freedom; specifically, how to employ appropriate design and analysis methods in exploratory research 
projects

• Amplified by the promise of (big-)data, ML & AI, increased computation, and resulting 
society expectations, there is a need to set more rigorous principles and practices 

We advocate to implement Good Data Science Practices (GDSP) for exploratory research projects in 
order to address these challenges



Source: https://www.fda.gov/files/medical%20devices/published/US-FDA-Artificial-Intelligence-and-Machine-Learning-Discussion-Paper.pdf



13 Principles of ICH Good Clinical Practice  
1. Ethical 

Principles of 
Declaration of 

Helsinki

2. Benefit justifies 
risk

3. Rights, safety, 
wellbeing

4. Adequate 
information to 

support trial

5. Clear, 
scientifically 

sound protocol

6. IRB/EC 
approval prior to 

initiation

7. Medical care / 
decisions by 

qualified 
physician 

8. Researcher 
training, 

education and 
experience

9. Freely given 
informed consent

10. Accurate data 
handling and 

storage

11. Data 
Protection and 
confidentiality

12. Good 
Manufacturing 

Practice

13. Quality 
assurance 

systems

Principles of Good Clinical Practice | SpringerLink

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-030-35626-2_10


Problem Statement (1/2)
Exploratory research projects are not governed by a clear set of guiding principles nor a project 
methodology that provides standardized means for scientists to structure their project

The absence of such professional practices lead to increased risks, project failures and 
inefficiencies

Inconsistent project design lead to a varying degree of project quality
Poorly scoped and designed projects may not properly

• define the research purpose

• formulate the question(s) of interest

• consider the relevant context

• specify the intended use of project outcomes 

Therefore, inappropriate analytical strategies may be chosen increasing the risk of project failure



Broadening the perspective
• Learn and confirm
• Analogous to clinical trial phases
• Learning covers most scientific work
• Many lines of inquiry and enquiry
• Pre-specified primary analysis, primary 

research, secondary research, meta-research
• Design of experiments vs data set(s) available for 

retrospective investigation

Science has exploratory and confirmatory objectives

Grolemund, Garrett, and Hadley Wickham. “A Cognitive Interpretation of Data 
Analysis.” International Statistical Review / Revue Internationale De Statistique, vol. 82, no. 2, 
2014, pp. 184–204. JSTOR, www.jstor.org/stable/43299753. Accessed 26 May 2021.



Problem Statement (2/2)
Absence of a framework increases the risk of

• unstructured and undocumented project materials and outcomes affecting reproducibility and 
reusability, causing a loss or duplication of work

• generated project knowledge not translated into scientific or business value

• existing resources (e.g. guidance and cheat sheets) and initiatives not embedded into practice

• inefficient collaboration across teams due to no common ways of working 

Exploratory research projects are not consistently evaluated in terms of plausibility, reproducibility and 
strength of evidence

The identified issues above result in ineffective and inefficient allocation of time, budget and 
resources!

It is critical that we define a framework that promotes good and robust scientific research practice 
adopted by data scientists

It is also critical that we promote a culture of self-discipline to ensure a balance between scientific 
flexibility and rigor



Scoping
Aims & objectives
Context of use
Statement of Work
Research phase
…

Data access
Tracking of work
Version control
Code development
SCE platforms
Collaborative working
…

Reporting guidelines
notebooks vs MS office 

templates 
effective (visual) communication

…

Knowledge management
FAIR

Sufficient dissemination
analysis results data

… 
Question of interest
Estimand(s)
Analysis strategy
Data strategy
…

GDSP framework: big ideas



Data Science and Statistics
- What is data science?
- Integrated thinking skills and practices
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What is Data Science?

• Data science is an interdisciplinary field to facilitate learning 
from data

• Impactful data science projects are cross-functional efforts

• The technical foundations of data science draw on quantitative 
and computer sciences, used in conjunction with profound 
domain expertise

1Source: https://datascience.columbia.edu/news/2018/what-is-data-science

Domain 
Sciences

Computer 
Sciences

Quantitative 
Sciences

Data science is the study of extracing value from data.      – Jeannette Wing1

https://datascience.columbia.edu/news/2018/what-is-data-science
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The data science recipe

The recipe to ensure impact:
• A clearly motivated problem
• A well-defined question(s)
• Quality data and valid analysis strategy
• Smooth execution
• Appropriate evaluation, and
• Effective communication of outcomes
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Source: MacKay, R.J. and Oldford, R.W., 2000. Scientific method, statistical method 
and the speed of light. Statistical Science, pp.254-278.
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A set of integrated thinking skills and practices refocused for answering questions with data



Data science thinking 
embedded in a workflow
A set of integrated thinking skills and practices 
refocused for answering questions with data

A good workflow is an established set of habits that 
help drive you forward towards your goal. They enable 
complexity to scale in the right areas.

PPDAC demonstrates the steps for abstracting and 
solving a real problem. An impactful solution requires 
a clear understanding of how things work.



Problem formulation
- elicit and understand the problem 
- understanding the context
- Scoping
- translating into answerable questions
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Why? – avoiding Type III errors

In all fields of work, even in pure mathematics, the formulation of issues or 

questions for investigation is central. Better a rough answer to an 

important issue than a beautiful study of a topic of no real concern. 

Statistical considerations enter in at least two ways. The first is to ensure 

that the questions are reasonably defined and capable of being 

addressed. Then, do we have or can we collect data capable of giving a 

reasonable answer?

Sir David Cox (2017)



Why? – ensuring impact 



Why? - impact and problem formulation

Real 
problem

Idealized 
problem Solution Application

Real 
problem

Operational 
problem Solution Application

https://rss.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/1467-9884.00130

“we can't stress this enough – you simply must understand the real problem if 
you hope to help solve it.” (Ron Kenett and Thomas C. Redman)



The iterative steps 
of scoping
1. Objective(s) – capture, define and refine the goal 

and objective(s) of the project; 
2. Outcome(s) – capture what actions, decisions or 

interventions will the outcome of the project inform; 
3. Materials – what data and other resources are 

required to achieve these goals; 
4. Methods – 

• What analyses need to be performed? 
• What analysis type(s) and strategies are required 

(describe, detection, prediction, intervention, 
explanation? (Hernán et al. 2019)).



SoW 
template

https://github.com/datascience-thinking/SoW



Common task framework
- Learning to sail in a safe harbour
- Learning by doing
- Fostering collaboration 
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Common task framework
Common 

task

Shared 
data

Standard 
evaluation

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/10618600.2017.1384734

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/10618600.2017.1384734


Common task framework

https://trec.nist.gov/ & http://www.image-net.org/

https://trec.nist.gov/
http://www.image-net.org/


Tiny changes

• Challenge protocols - common task framework (task, data, scoring)
• Kick off and learning meetings @MS stream
• Team repositories (methods, R code, etc.) @gitlab
• Pooled challenge data (anonymized)



The consequences of being open

"According to Pearl and Bareinboim (2014), assumptions are
“self-destructive in their honesty.” Such a “curse of transparency” 
can also occur in other situations in which researchers aim for 
honesty. For example, a preregistration may alert reviewers to 
discrepancies that would have gone unnoticed otherwise; open 
code may invite critical scrutiny in which reviewers would have 
simply assumed that no errors occurred.”
Rohrer JM, Hünermund P, Arslan RC, Elson M. That’s a Lot to Process! Pitfalls of Popular Path Models. Advances in Methods and 
Practices in Psychological Science. 2022;5(2). doi:10.1177/25152459221095827

https://doi.org/10.1177/25152459221095827


Wrap up
- Positive signs
- Effective projects involve the integration of different skills
- Practice
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https://the-turing-way.netlify.app/index.html



Martijn J Schuemie, Patrick B Ryan, Nicole Pratt, RuiJun Chen, Seng Chan You, Harlan M Krumholz, David Madigan, George Hripcsak, Marc A Suchard, 
Principles of Large-scale Evidence Generation and Evaluation across a Network of Databases (LEGEND), Journal of the American Medical Informatics 
Association, Volume 27, Issue 8, August 2020, Pages 1331–1337, https://doi.org/10.1093/jamia/ocaa103

https://doi.org/10.1093/jamia/ocaa103
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Good data science practice
Data science is only the current label that represents a trend towards the integration of computational and 
statistical practises. 

We should also keep in mind that Science itself has problems, and critique alone will not help address 
these issues. 

It is easy for statisticians to be cynical of the current data science trend, but critique from the outside 
looking in is not enough to address the wider problems of poor scientific practice. 

As statisticians we should be prepared to engage early with other disciplines who possess different skill 
sets and perspectives that balance our own. 

This engagement should start early to enable statistical thinking to influence the direction from the outset, 
and not towards the end in firefighting mode. 

“What would data science look like if its key critics were engaged to help improve it, and how might critiques 
of data science improve with an approach that considers the day-to-day practises of data science? (Neff et 
al. 2017)” 

Neff G, Tanweer A, Fiore-Gartland B, Osburn L. Critique and Contribute: A Practice-Based Framework for Improving Critical Data Studies and Data Science. Big Data. 2017 
Jun;5(2):85-97. doi: 10.1089/big.2016.0050. PMID: 28632445; PMCID: PMC5515123.
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Source: https://ohdsi.github.io/TheBookOfOhdsi/EvidenceQuality.html


